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I. INTRODU~I~~N 
In some recent papers [l, 21 we have developed an approach to ordinary 
problems in the calculus of variations based upon the consideration of the 
extremal points of some sets of Radon measures. This approach, useful in 
proving existence theorems, can also give rise to a constructive framework 
for these problems, which could be developed into a computational method. 
We present in this paper the basis for this framework. 
Let X, k be vectors in Euclidean n-space R* with components xi, G?, 
i -- 1, 2,..., n; t is a real variable. Let A = (x: 1 xi j < ai, i 2 1, 2 ,..,, rz> for 
some positive constants ai , i = 1, 2 ,..., n, B a closed subset of R”, J = [to , tf] 
a real interval, t, > t, , Q = J x A x B, x,, and X, two points in A. Consider 
the class F of absolutely continuous functions t + x(t), t E J, x(t) E A, t E J, 
*(t) E B a.e. on J, x(ta) = x,, , x(t,) = X, , and such that 
sup I S(t)] < co. 
=J 
Here 2 - ] $ ] is the euclidean norm in R*; we define f(t) = 0 at those points 
t E J at which k(t) does not exist. Of course, the set of such points has measure 
zero. 
We assume throughout that the class F is nonempty. Let V(Q) be the set 
of real continuous functions on Q endowed with the topology of compact 
convergence. Define for f0 E S’(Q), for any x(.) E 9, 
We consider the variational problem of minimizingF over 9. 
It is necessary to put the boundary conditions satisfied by the functions in 
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.F in a different form. Let 4: J ;< .;1 -P R be any continuously diflerentiable 
function. Then any function a( .) E 9 satisfies 
I’ [k(t) grad +(t, z(t)) + g (t, x(t))] dt == +(tt. , .q) -- +(to , .vO) :I 04. 
It can be shown [I, 31 that if an absolutely continuous function satisfies this 
relationship for all continuously differentiable #, then it satisfies the boundary 
conditions x(t,) = x,, , x(tf) = X, . We write 
&t, x, 3i) = 2 grad +(t, X) + ‘$ (t, x), (t, %I”, 2) E sz, 
and write the boundary conditions as 
s i:‘$(t, x(t), k(t)) dt = A+, (2) 
for all continuously differentiable 4: J x A - R. Note that C$ E g(Q) for all 
such 4. 
We can consider now an abstract version of this variational problem. Let 
x(.) E 9 be fixed, and define, for every f  E V(Q), the functional f-I(f): 
I(f) = j-;f(t, 4% WI) dt. 
This is a linear positive continuous functional in V(Q); note that the 
boundary conditions (2) specify the value of this functional on a subspace of 
V(G), that of the functions 4. 
It is a well-known result [4, p. 203, Theorem 4.10.11 that each linear 
positive continuous functional such as I in (3) can be put into one-to-one 
correspondence with a positive Radon measure p on 52 with compact support, 
such that 
I(f) =J]Ifh4f); (4) 
the boundary conditions (2) take the form 
for all 4. 
P(4) = 4 (5) 
It is possible then, to identify every function x(.) E F with a regular 
measure p on .Q with compact support satisfying (5). The basic idea of the 
theory of generalized curves consists in replacing the original variational 
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problem, in which we seek to minimize ssaf0 dp = ~(Jca) over the set of all 
measures on D corresponding to curves in 9, by another in which we seek 
to minimize I over alZ regular measures on Q with compact support and 
satisfying (5). 
I f  B is bounded, it can be shown [l] that the greatest lower bound of 
Qs) over the set of these measures is attained at a measure p* in this set; 
if B is unbounded [2], the same situation prevails if fa(t, X, %)/I pi / - co as 
1 3i I---, co. In either case, the support of CL* is of the form J2* = J x A x B*, 
with B* compact; Q* is then also compact. Of course, this measure does not 
in general correspond to a function in 3. It is, however, a generalized curve, 
that is, the weak*-limit of a sequence of curves (in .F), as can be shown in 
the following way [l]. 
We consider a sequence {&} of functions consisting of all monomials in t 
and the 11 components of vector X. Define 
P, = {p: p is a positive Radon measure on Q with support in Q*, 
&a) = 4, k = 1, z..., v>, ” = 1, 2,... 
Let p.y E P, be a measure such that pV(fO) < I, TV E P, . We can show 
easily that pV exists, since P, is a compact convex set (and thus it has extremal 
points), and p---f I is a continuous linear functional on the space of 
measures (with the u(%?(Q’, g(Q)) topology), which attains therefore its 
greatest lower bound at one (or more) of the extremal points. We call pLv one 
of these extremal points. We have shown [l] that &a) - p*(fa) as v  - co. 
We can characterize the measures pV by means of a theorem by P. C. 
Rosenbloom [5] which shows that these measures, being extremal points of 
sets such as P, , are linear combinations of (at most) v  atomic measures on Q*. 
Therefore, 
for some quadruples (CQ , ti , xi , &), 01~ > 0, (ti , xi , ki) E J x A x B*, 
i = 1, 2,..., V. These sets of quadruples do depend, of course, on the index Y, 
and satisfy the boundary conditions 
Note that we have achieved the transformation of the original variational 
problem into a sequence of nonlinear optimization problems; the set of 
quadruples defined above minimizes (6) under the constraints (7) and ai 2 0, 
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(ti , xi, L+J E J x A x B. These optimization problems, however, are of 
dimensions (2n + 1) v, much too large to serve as the basis for a computational 
method. In this paper, we develop a computational scheme consisting of a 
sequence of optimization problems of dimension (272 + 1). 
An important property of the quadruples defined above is the following [ 11: 
PROPOSITION 1. The quadruples defined above can be ordered so that the 
following quantities, all functions of the index v, tend to zero as Y - co: 
I Xl - x0 I 3 I X” - Xf I T  I xi - xi-1 I , I t1 - to I ? I ti - 4-l I 1 
I "i% I , % , I Yi - xi I , 
~(++l. i = 1, 2,..., v; 
here 
yi = x1 + c cyjkj . 
j=l 
(8) 
By means of these results, we can construct a sequence of functions 
{xv(.)}, such that F(x”(.)) + info p(fo). Construct first a polygon in R*, by 
joining with straight lines the points xi +yl + ya ... -+yy; the vectors yi 
are defined in (8). Further, assign the value t = to to x1 , t = to + a1 to yr , 
t = to + 0~1 + (~a to ~‘a ,..., t = to + xj”=, CQ to yi ,..., t = t, to yy  . Finally, 
define the time variation along each segment linearly, so that k”(t) = 2r 
on (to, to + 4, 4 on (to + q , to + a1 + 4,..., 4 on (to + Cll: o~i , 
to + J& cij) ,..., ~2” on (tf - OL “, tf). Note that these curves are not in 9, 
since xv(tO) = x1 and xy(tf) = xV; however, this definition can be modified so 
that x,,(t,) = x0 , x,(t,) = X~ without changing the property (9) below [I]. 
Also, if some of the points xi happen to lie on the boundary of A, it may be 
necessary to modify this construction slightly, because then portions of the 
curve x,(.) may be outside A; as v  + 00, of course, these portions would get 
closer and closer to A. This modification consists in multiplying the values of 
x,(.) by a suitable constant a,, , where a, + 1 as Y - co. 
At any event, it can be proved [I] with the help of Proposition 1 
that the sequence {xv(.)} thus constructed has not only the property that 
W4.N - p*(fo), but that 
s 
tf 
f(& xvP>, %(tN dt = rdf) + 5, > f E +w), (9) 
to 
with 5, --f 0 as II+ co; this fact gives us further insight into the minimizing 
measure p*. Consider the sequence (&. A subsequence of this sequence 
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converges in the weak* topology to p*; the corresponding subsequence of 
{xy( e)} satisfies 
for all f E G?(Q); that is, p* is the weak* limit of a sequence of ordinary 
functions, and then, by definition, a generalized curve. 
II. A PENALTY METHOD 
The sequence of measures (py} defined in the Introduction has the property 
that pV(fO) -+ p*(f,,). Our constructive method is based upon finding a 
measure $ such that $(fa) is as near as desired to am, for a sufficiently high 
value of the index Y, and such that ,G($) is near d# for all polynomials # up 
to degree V. A measure py minimizes 
over the set P, of positive Radon measure on 12* such that 
P(&) = 4 3 k = 1, 2 ,..., v. (11) 
We assume that &(t, X, ff) = t, (t, X, n) EQ*. Then & = 1, the function 
equal to unity for all (t, X, 3i) E Q*, and (11) implies that ~(1) = tf - t, GE d t, 
p E P,. Without loss of generality, we can assume thatf, > 0 on Q*. Indeed, 
since Q* is compact, min,f,,(t, X, 2) 3 C > --co. If C # 0, the function 
fO’ =fO + 2 1 C / 1 is positive on Q*; also 
kuo’) = &cl) + 2 I c I CL(l) = CL(h) + 2 I c I At, PEPV’ 
Thus, a measure pV which minimizes ~(!a) over P, , minimizes ~(fa’) over 
P, , and vice versa. If C = 0, we put fO’ = f0 + 1. Thus, we can assume that 
f. is positive on Q*. 
The constructive framework presented in this paper is based on a penalty 
method. Let A+ be the set of positive Radon measures on Q*, and consider 
the functional p + J&L), p E A+, defined by 
J&4 = /-4fo) + f I EL(J) - a I29 
where E > 0, 6 is a v-vector-valued function on Q* with components & , 
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k == I, 2 ,..., V, a is a v-vector with components 04,) k = 1, 2 ,..., II, p($) is a 
v-vector with components ,X(&J, k = 1, 2,..., V, and 
I P@, -- a I* = i (CL(&) - 4iJ2. 
7c=l 
We shall prove, first, that there exists a measure pE E &+ such that 
J&J < J&J), CL E A+, and then that 
ti CL&J) = a 
a constructive method for the estimation of pE is presented in the following 
section. 
PROPOSITION 2. There exists a measwe pE EM+ such that 
(a) I&) d J&h I-L E A+; 
(b) lim,+, P&$) = a; 
(c) lim,,, J&4 = il%y 4fo). 
Proof. (a) The functional p -+ J&L) is continuous when the space of 
Radon measures on 52* has the weak*-topology, and &‘f has the induced 
topology. Also, since f, > 0 on Q*, J,(p) > 0, p E&f, and then 
inf&+ J&L) 2 0. There exists, therefore, a sequence {Pi} in M+ such that 
Jc(~j+l) G J&h and 
;e; J&d = 2; J&4- 
Therefore, there exists a constant C such that JE(pLj) < C for j = I, 2,.... 
In turn, this implies that there exists a constant K > 0 such that ~~(1) < K 
forj = 1, 2,...; otherwise, the term (l/c) (~~(1) - At)2 in J&) would tend to 
infinity as j tends to infinity, a contradiction to the fact that J&) < C for 
all j; note that all terms in the expression for J&L) are nonnegative for p E J&‘+. 
Therefore, for every j, pi E {CL: p E &‘+, p( 1) < K), a weakly*-compact set. 
There exists then a subsequence of {Pi} which converges weakly* to a measure 
pE E A+. By continuity of the functional JE , J&) = inf&+ J&L). 
(b) Since P, = (p: p E./V+, ~(4) = a}, J&) = p(fo) on P, . Thus, for 
all E > 0, 
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that is, J&J ’ b IS ounded above by a constant independent of E. Then there 
exists a positive number K2 such that 
for all E > 0; that is, 
I PE(4) - a I < 4EY2, 
from which our contention, that &$) + a as E -+ 0, follows. 
(c) Let {Ed} be any sequence of positive real numbers converging 
monotonically to zero. We prove first that lim,,, ]& ) exists. Indeed let 7 
p > q. Then E* > Q, , l/e, < l/e, , and 
the sequence U&I)) is increasing, and as shown in (b) bounded above; it 
converges to a limit not higher than infPVp(f,). 
Since the terms of this sequence are bounded above, it can be shown that 
there exists a constant K such that pEI( 1) ,( K for all r by a similar argument 
to that used in (a) in connection with the sequence {pi}. Then there exists a 
subsequence converging weakly* to a measure pa EJ&‘+. Along this sub- 
sequence, 
since the functional p + &J is continuous. Therefore, 
Of course, the limit of JCr(pEV) is the same if it is taken along the subsequence 
or along the original sequence. The proposition follows. 1 
III. ITERATION 
We present now an iterative constructive procedure for the minimization 
of the functional p --f j&L), TV E .&‘+, defined by (12); we consider the number 
E > 0 fixed. We proved in the previous section that a minimizing measure 
pC E J&‘+ does exist; we develop now a method for the estimation of such a 
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measure. Consider the derivative A, of the functional Jc at a measure $ E A-, 
defined by 
where (fi($) - a)$ = C”,=, (a(&) - A&)& . Let p E A’+. Consider the 
measure ,& + As, where X > 0 and s E A@+ is such that Ap(s) < 0. Then, for 
sufficiently small A, J&Z + AS) < J&Z). Of course, this property does not 
guarantee that a repeated application of this principle would give rise to a 
sequence {pLi} such that {J&J} would tend to mini[+ J&L); the measure s 
must be chosen at each step in a somewhat stronger manner. In fact, we 
define a sequence (pi}, pLi E A@‘+, as follows: 
(i) Find an atomic measure (point mass) pa E&Z+ such that the 
function 
takes negative values on P. For E > 0 small enough and v  sufficiently high, 
it is always possible to find CL,, so as to satisfy this condition; the components 
of 4 are polynomials, some of which take negative values on Q*. 
(ii) Define a sequence {& of measures in J%‘+ by 
Pi+1 = Pi i h+lhi+l 7 i = 0, 1) 2 )..., (13) 
where azL+% is a unitary atomic measure with support .zifl E Q* (we write z, a 
(2n + I)-vector, for the triple (t, x, n) in this section), and where 
(a) the function Fi 3 f0 + (2/e) (~~(4) - a)d attains its minimum over 
sZ* at the point xi+r , this minimum being negative, Fi(xi+,) = --b,+r < 0. 
We show below, of course, that the functions Fi , i = 1, 2,..., all attain 
negative values on Q*. 
(b) The constants hi+r , i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., are chosen to be 
where 19 is a constant, 0 < 0 < 1. If  &xi,) = 0 we have 
hi+l = fIbi++ (15) 
We prove some properties of the sequence (pi>, of which the most important 
is that it converges weakly* in A+. 
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PROPOSITION 3. [a) The functions Fi, i = 1,2,..., attain negative values on 
Q*; (b) the sequence of real numbers {J&J} converges; (c) the sequence {bi} 
converges to zero; (d) the sequence (pi} converges weakly* to a measure fiC E &I+. 
Proof. (a) We show this property of the functions Fi by induction. By 
construction, F, does attain negative values on 52*. Suppose then that Fi 
attains negative values on Q*, so that Fi(zi+,) = -bbi+l < 0. Then, from (13) 
If &zi+J = 0, Fi+l(zi+l) < 0, and F,+l takes negative values at least on the 
intersection of a neighborhood (in Ra”+r) of xi+i with Q*. If  &z++r) # 0, 
from (14), 
and this part of the Proposition follows. 
(b) Define 
which is negative for sufficiently small hi+i . I f  &zi+J = 0, 
if &xi+d f  0, 
Ai+1 = --X,+lb,+l = -tiebf+l < 0; (16) 
A<+, = -0 &+I b’*<b? 
2 I &~i+1)l” + 1 + P I &%+l;; + II2 
I d(~id” 
e 
&b2 -+++) <o; 
(17) 
2 l~(Xi+J” + 1 t 
therefore, the sequence {J&Q)} d ecreases monotonically and is bounded 
below; it converges, to a limit j, not less than j,* EC min,#+ J&L). 
(c) Since the sequence (J&)> converges, the sequence (AJ converges 
to zero. Then, the sequence (bi} converges to zero, since A,+l has one of the 
two forms, (16) and (17), both proportional to bf+,; note that {I $(zi+i)\> 
cannot tend to infinity, since / C$ I is a continuous function defined on the 
compact set sZ*, and therefore bounded. 
(4 Put &) = (l/4 M& - 4”. Then L(P) = Ah) + W. Then 
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Since Ai+r < 0, and &+rf,,(~~+r) > 0, the quantity in square parenthesis 
must be negative; that is, the sequence {I&)} decreases monotonically and 
is bounded below; it converges. Therefore, the sequence (+(f”)} converges 
too. Take i > j; then, 
remember that fO(~) > 0 on Q*. Thus, &=j+, X, converges to 0 as i and j 
tend independently to infinity, with the sole restriction that i > j. Therefore, 
for any f~ %‘(Q*), the sequence (pi(f):. is Cauchy, and converges; {pi} 
converges then weakly * to a measure fie E J&-F. Of course, by continuity, 
L = L(A). I 
Finally, we prove that the limit j, of {J&J} is equal to j,* = min.,+ J&L), 
and that 
for some positive constant IL This result implies that the measure & of 
Proposition 3 has actually all the properties of the measure pE of Proposition 2; 
we write pt for & in the rest of this paper. 
THEOREM. The sequence (J&Q)} converges to j,* = rninw4/+ J,(p). The 
limit lim,_, / pi($) - a j = I ~~(4) - a ’ is bounded by h.\/c for some positive 
constant h. 
Proof. By definition of j<*, jE > jc*; we assume that jG > j6*, and show 
that this assumption leads to a contradiction. 
(i) The assumption that j, > jE . * implies that there exists a measure 
@ E J&‘+ such that J&I) < jt = J&J. Since 
J&4 = J&4 + (P - PJ (F) + $ KP - PC) (m 
with F =fO + (2/c) (~~(4) - u)$, then (F - CL<) (F) < 0; that is, 
P(F) < A(F). (18) 
We show below that y, minimizes the functional p + p(F) over A+, 
contradicting (18) and showing that our sole assumption, that j, > jc*, is 
untrue. 
(ii) Since {pi} converges weakly* to pc , Fi(z) -F(z), z E .Q*. Also 
{/I~} -+ 0, according to Proposition 3; since bi = --in,, Fi(z), then F(z) 3 0, 
x E Q*. We shall prove that &F) = 0; since p(F) > 0, p E &+, the measure 
p< minimizes p -j p(F), p E A+‘-. 
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(iii) Suppose that D is in the support of pC , and that F(f) > 0. Then 
there exists S, a neighborhood of $ in R2n+1, such that Fi(z) > 0 on S n Q* 
for i > Ni for some number Ni . Al so, since pC is the weak* limit of (pi}, 
there is a subsequence {zij} of {ai} which converges to 2 in R2n+1; that is, 
Zij E S n Q* for ij > N2 for some IV,. Then, for ij > IV = max(AJ,, N2) 
a contradiction, since Fk(zk) < 0 for all k, as shown in the proof of part (a) 
of Proposition 3. Thus, F(S) = 0, and &F) = 0. Thus, 
(iv) Finally, since I&) = (l/c) (~~(4) - a)2 decreases monotonically 
and is bounded below, there is a positive constant h2 such that I&) < h2; 
that is, 1 pi($) - a ] < hdc, i = 1,2 ,.... By continuity, 1 ~~(4) - a / < hqe. 
I 
IV. CONCLUSION 
We have succeeded in developing an iterative method for the estimation of 
a solution of the variational problem described in the Introduction. The 
procedure requires the solution of a sequence of (2n + I)-dimensional 
minimization problems to determine the points xi E Q*. 
It has been shown that the sequence {pi} does converge (weakly*) to pE . 
However, this measure is not, in general, in any sense “near” the optimal 
measure CL*; we have only proved that J&J converges to p*(fa), and ~~(4) to 
the vector a, as c -+ 0. However, for sufficiently large values of the indices v  
and i, and sufficiently small E > 0, the measure pLi has the property that 
MO) - CL*(~), and CL&~ a 04 for all polynomials I/ of order up to the 
index v. Therefore such a measure pi provides a satisfactory approximation 
to a solution of the variational problem. 
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